Let n be any fixed positive integer. Every circulant weighing matrix of weight n arises from what we call an irreducible orthogonal family of weight n. We show that the number of irreducible orthogonal families of weight n is finite and thus obtain a finite algorithm for classifying all circulant weighing matrices of weight n. We also show that, for every odd prime power q, there are at most finitely many proper circulant weighing matrices of weight q.
= n. This is the formulation we will use in the rest of our paper. Note that the weight of a circulant weighing matrix must be a square as | a i | 2 = n.
The existence and structure of circulant weighing matrices has been studied intensively, see [3] for a survey, [18] for many related results, and [14] for more background on weighing matrices in general. There are only a few infinite families [4, 11, 17] and sporadic examples [3, 5] of circulant weighing matrices known. The spectrum of circulant weighing matrices of fixed weight n, i.e. the set of positive integers v such that a circulant weighing matrix of weight n exists, has been determined for n = 4 [12] , n = 9 [1, 21] , and n = 16 [5, 6, 13] .
In the present paper, we study the problem of classifying all circulant weighing matrices of fixed weight. A substantial difficulty that arises in this context is that there is no obvious way to decide when two such matrices should be viewed as "equivalent". A usual, but only partially satisfactory, approach is to restrict the attention to "proper" circulant weighing matrices. A circulant weighing matrix X ∈ Z[C v ] is called proper if there is no g ∈ C v and no proper divisor w of v such that Xg ∈ Z[C w ].
For some cases this is enough to get nice results: We will show that for every fixed odd prime power n, there are only finitely many proper circulant weighing matrices of weight n. However, such a result cannot be true in general. For instance, let v = 2p where p is an odd prime. Let g respectively h be elements of C v of order 2 respectively p. Then X = 1 + g + h − gh is a proper circulant weighing matrix of weight 4. Thus there are infinitely many distinct proper circulant weighing matrices of weight 4. But of course these weighing matrices are "equivalent" in some sense and an attempted classification of circulant weighing matrices of fixed weight should reflect this. In fact, all these weighing matrices arise from the same "irreducible orthogonal family" ({1 + g, 1 − g}), a notion we introduce in this paper.
We will show that for every fixed weight n there are only finitely many irreducible orthogonal families and that can give rise to circulant weighing matrices of weight n and that every circulant weighing matrix of weight n can be constructed in this way. This shows that, for any fixed n, there is a finite algorithm for finding all circulant weighing matrices of weight n. Hence we provide satisfactory framework for the classification of these matrices.
It should be mentioned that there is a close connection between the "orthogonal families" used in the present paper and the notion of "building sets" introduced in the groundbraking paper of Davis and Jedwab [10] . In fact, if we extend the notion of orthogonal families used in the present paper from cyclic to abelian groups, a major result of Davis and Jedwab can be phrased as an recursive construction of orthogonal families over abelian groups G whose weight is equal to |G|. Though the result of Davis and Jedwab only concerns abelian groups of relatively low exponent, the appearance of orthogonal families in the classification of circulant weighing matrices shows that their main idea is relevant even for cyclic groups!
Main results
By C v we denote the cyclic group of order v. For a divisor w of v, we identify the subgroup of order w of C v with C w . Definition 2.1 Let v be a positive integer, let w be a divisor of v, and let g be a generator of C v . Every X ∈ Z[C v ] can be uniquely written in the form
If X i X j = 0 for all i = j, then we say that X is orthogonal over C w . We say that a subset S of Z[C v ] is orthogonal over C w if every element of S is orthogonal over C w . = n where n is an integer, we say that B has weight n. Definition 2.3 Let v be a positive integer, let w be divisor of v, and let
The following is the main result of this paper. It shows that, for fixed n, all circulant weighing matrices of weight n can be determined by a finite algorithm. (b) The number of irreducible orthogonal families of weight n is finite, and they can be enumerated by a finite algorithm.
In the case where the weight is an odd prime power, we can go much further. To formulate our result in this case we need some more terminology. 
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some notation and basic facts we need in the rest of paper. Let G be a finite abelian group. We write o(g) for the order of an element g of G. Let R be a ring. We will always identify a subset A of G with the element g∈A g of the group ring R [G] .
and an integer t we write B For a positive integer t, we write ζ t = exp(2πi/t).
We repeatedly will make use of the following elementary properties of characters of finite abelian groups. For a proof, see [8, Section VI.3] . 
Lemma 3.2 Let G be a finite abelian group and D
Proof Using the orthogonality relations, we compute
This proves the lemma.
This follows from part b of Result 3.1.
For a prime p and a positive integer t let ν p (t) be defined by p
is the highest power of p dividing t. By D(t) we denote the set of prime divisors of t. The following definition is the basis for the field descent method [19] which we will use in the next section.
Definition 3.3 Let m, n be integers greater than 1. For q ∈ D(n) let
).
Note that F (m, n) and m have the same prime divisors since b i is positive for all i. We note the following important property of F (m, n) which follows directly from the definition.
Result 3.4 Let n be a positive integer, let P be a finite set of primes, and let Q be the set of all positive integers which are products of powers of primes in P . Then there is a efficiently computable constant positive integer C(P, n), only depending on P and n, such that
The following result was proved in [19] . 
where b is a positive integer.
Proof of Theorem 2.4
The following is a slight modification of a special case of [15 = n and let t be a positive integer coprime to v. 
By removing all terms with χ(A i ) = 0, if necessary, we can assume χ(A i ) = 0 for all i. From (2), we get
Let ρ :
where P is the subgroup of C p b of order p. Taking preimages under ρ in (3), we get
where
and h is a generator of C p b . Note that the right hand side of (4) has at most n 2 −n+1 nonzero coefficients since s ≤ n. However, if XP = 0, then the left hand side of (4) has at least p − 1 nonzero coefficients. This is a contradiction, since, by assumption, p − 1 > 4 n > n 2 − n + 1. Hence XP = 0 and thus
Now assume s ≥ 2. By [9, Thm. 1, p. 13] there is a positive integer t < p and integers b i with
with
. Since s ≤ n and p > 4 n + 1, we conclude | i | < 1/4 for all i. Write c i = ta i and e i = i p Note |e i | < p/4 and that (6) implies that e i is an integer for all i. From (6) we obtain
Let e x the largest and e y the smallest e i . Since |e i | < p/4 for all i, we conclude
for all pairs (i, j) = (x, y). Applying the isomorphism of
Since χ(A i ) = 0 for all i, and the difference c x − c y occurs only once mod p, the coefficient of h cx−cy on the right hand side of (9) is nonzero. But this contradicts (9) . Hence s = 1, and this proves the Claim in view of (2). 
Now write A =
where at most n of the X i a nonzero. Note that X (t) i = X i for all i and thus
This implies that X i = X j if i and j are in the same orbit of x → tx mod p a . Note that all such orbits different from {0} have size at least p − 1. Hence, if X i = 0 for some i > 0, then at least p − 1 of the X i are nonzero. Hence > n. Then X is orthogonal over C p c w .
where ). By what we have shown, we have
for all these characters ψ. Since |χ(X)| = √ n for all characters χ of C v , we
for all i by Lemma 3.2. Now assume that
Then by (14) , (15) > n. We define
Theorem 4.6 Let n and v be a positive integers, and let
Proof Let {p 1 , ..., p r } be the set of all primes ≤ 4 n + 1. By Theorem 4.2 there is a divisor w of v of the form
Let k be an integer with 1 ≤ k ≤ r and let
Note that w r+1 = gcd(T (n), w) is a divisor of gcd(T (n), v) = d. Hence it suffices to show that X is orthogonal over C w r+1 .
Claim X is orthogonal over C w k for k = 1, ..., r + 1.
We proof the Claim by induction on k. Since w 1 = w and X ∈ Z[C w ] it trivially holds for k = 1. Let g be a generator of C w . Assume that the Claim is true for some value of k. Thus
If c k ≥ a k , then w k+1 = w k and there is nothing to show. Hence we can assume c k < a k . 
> n by the definition of T (n). Hence, using Lemma 4.4, we conclude that X i is orthogonal over C w k+1 . This implies
Let ψ be any character of C w k and i ∈ {0, ..., w/w k − 1}. From (19) we conclude that ψ(Y ij ) = 0 for at most one j. Now let i ∈ {0, ..., w/w k − 1}, i = i. Then, by the same argument, ψ(Y i j ) = 0 for at most one j. Assume that there are j, j such that ψ(Y ij ) = 0 and ψ(Y i j ) = 0. Then ψ(X i ) = 0 and ψ(X i ) = 0 by (17) . But this contradicts the orthogonality of X over C w k .
In summary, we have shown that ψ(Y ij Y st ) = 0 for every character ψ of C w k whenever (i, j) = (s, t). This implies (18) and concludes the proof of the Claim. Taking k = r + 1 in the Claim, we infer that X is orthogonal over C w r+1 and this proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.4 Let v and n be positive integers and let X ∈ Z[C v ] be a circulant weighing matrix of weight n. Let d be the smallest divisor of v such that X is orthogonal over is at least 1, this implies t ≤ n. Furthermore, the coefficients of all X i cannot exceed √ n in absolute value.
For every divisor v of T (n), there are only finitely many t-subsets of Z[C v ] with t ≤ n and all coefficients bounded in absolute value by √ n. Since T (n) has only finitely many divisors, this implies that there are only finitely many irreducible orthogonal families of weight n, and they can be enumerated in finitely many steps by brute force. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 6 Building block families of odd prime power weight In this section, we prove Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7. We need the following lemma which is a generalization of [7, Lem. 3.4] . 
Proof From (22) we infer
Let t be a primitive element mod p. In view of (23), Result 3.6 implies and using = 1, we get
from (24).
for all characters ψ ∈ C
